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Abstract—The purpose of this study is to explore and discuss the formation and characteristics of the creativity agenda in Korean education policies. The research problems are as follows: 1) When and how did the creativity agenda emerge in education policy in Korea? 2) What are the features of the creativity agenda reflected in recent Korean education policies? To achieve these aims, the study analyzed governmental policy reports and press releases, reports from national research institutes, and national curriculum documents. According to the results of this study, the creativity agenda in education came to the forefront when the 5.31 Education Reform plan was declared with the purpose of responding to the diverse and fast-changing twenty-first century society. Creativity education before the 5.31 Education Reform was regarded as gifted education for only a few talented students. However, after the creativity agenda emerged in education policy, the range of target students for creativity education was expanded to include the majority of general students. Additionally, the creativity agenda exhibited diverse features during different governmental periods. In the first period, although creativity education for general students seemed declaratory in that it was still conducted within gifted education, creativity itself became a priority for the first time in Korea and attracted huge attention across the nation. In the second period, the creativity agenda for both gifted students and general students was emphasized, and the government tried to balance creativity education for both. Finally, in the third period, the creativity agenda has played an important role in education policies, and creativity education for general students is being actively implemented.
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I. Introduction

Recently, creativity has become one of the most essential agendas in education policy around the world (Craft, 2006) due to social changes such as the advent of a knowledge-based society and globalization. Following this trend, Korea has also placed great emphasis on creativity education not only to respond to new circumstances but also to solve its own educational problems. For instance, the focus on creativity in education is expected to improve the low level of satisfaction and interest in study among Korean students since creativity is considered to be a key factor in making learning more engaging and dynamic (Mindham, 2004).

Korea has put forth a lot of effort to implement relevant policies at the government level since the 5.31 Education Reform in 1995. However, it seems that “creativity education policies” have changed and embodied various characteristics in different governments. In this regard, there is a need to understand the creativity agenda from a historical perspective. The aims of this article are (1) to explore how the creativity agenda was formed and has been developed in the Korean context and (2) to discern the meanings and features of the creativity agenda since the 5.31 Reform.

II. Methodology

To achieve the aims of the research, the data sources were selected as follows: 24 policy reports or press releases from the Ministry of Education, 11 reports from national research institutes, and 10 national curricula, thus totaling 45 data sources.

The research is based on a “qualitative content analysis method” (Graneheim & Lundman, 2004). The units of analysis are the documents mentioned above, most of which were published after 1995 when creativity education was on the rise. After repeated reading of the texts, ‘meaning units’, such as key words or phrases related to creativity education, were discovered. These meaning units were condensed into simpler concepts and then they were classified into several groups based on similarities. As a result, the researchers established “codes” and “categories,” which are superordinate concepts to the codes.

III. Results

This chapter examines the formation of the creativity agenda in creativity education policies in the context of historical flow and then investigates some of the distinctive aspects of the creativity agenda which have appeared in its development process since the 5.31 Education Reform.

A. The formation and development of the creativity agenda

In the wake of major incidents such as the establishment of the Government of the Republic of Korea and the Korean War, the First and Second Republics (1948–1960) prioritized harmony between democracy and nationalism and the cultivation of an anticomunist spirit. Although creativity was not a major issue in education policy, it was mentioned as a goal of health and physical education within documents of the first national curriculum.

The Third and Fourth Republics (1963–1979) not only highlighted the spread of political ideology for maintaining
and stabilizing the military regime but also treated economic growth as the most important goal. Accordingly, education was utilized as a powerful tool for instilling patriotic spirit, anticomunist attitudes, and national identity. Meanwhile, the government allowed schools to creatively reconstruct their own curriculum, mentioning students’ development of creativity in several subjects and extracurricular activities. However, the government’s interest in creativity education was still superficial, and political atmosphere itself was not even creative.

The Fifth and Sixth Republics (1979-1993) put an emphasis on a well-rounded education for raising honest and competent Korean nationals. The cultivation of a creative nation and the development of creative thinking ability were presented as directions for organizing the national curriculum (Ministry of Education, 1981, 1987). Furthermore, the words “originality” and “creation” appeared several times in art, math, and science subjects, and “creativity” was mentioned in technology and home economics as well as in the subjects of national history and social studies.

As previously stated, developing creativity has been a part of Korean education policies for a long time. However, the process experienced a qualitative change brought about by the Kim Young-sam government in 1995. The Kim administration regarded it necessary to establish a new educational system at the national level considering social changes such as the advent of globalization in the early 1980s and the trend of education reform in major developed countries (Park & Ban, 2005; Kim, S., Ji, Yang, Song & Kim, J., 2010). Accordingly, the “Education Reform Committee,” a government-affiliated organization, introduced an education reform plan intended to promote globalization and an information-oriented society on May 31, 1995 (Korea Institute for Curriculum and Evaluation, 2010).

The 5.31 Education Reform aimed at allowing schools to be more autonomous while simultaneously improving school accountability. It made actual qualitative changes different from prior policies by advocating diversity education, specialized education, and user (learner or student)-centered education and by establishing an autonomous and accountable education system (Park & Ban, 2005). Creativity played an important role as an institutional framework for the general implementation of education policies. Consequently, many education policies related to the national curriculum, textbooks, and evaluation methods were carried out in order to promote the creativity of teachers as well as students. On the basis of these changes, the subsequent governments continued to keep the basic idea of the 5.31 Reform.

8. The features of the creativity agenda in its development process

To understand the features of the creativity agenda in recent years, the researchers examined the specific creativity agendas of the respective governments. According to the results, there seemed to be two different approaches regarding the main target of creativity education. How these two perspectives manifested in each government is discussed below.

1) The emergence of the creativity agenda for all students: Approaching “equity” in education

During the Kim Young-sam government (1993-1997), and the Kim Dae-jung government (1998-2002), the recognition of the need for creativity for all people began to emerge. This realization was in response to the new twenty-first century shift toward globalization, an information-oriented society, and a knowledge-based economic system.

Previous governments had also addressed creativity in the field of education, but these two governments put more emphasis on the necessity of creativity education than before as they viewed it to be a desperate demand of the times. The Kim Young-sam government presented “education for cultivating creativity as the first element in achieving the completion of the nation’s basic education (Kang et al., 1995).” The Kim Dae-jung government also asserted that creativity education should be available to all students, claiming the development of the “creative democratic citizen” or “creative Korean” as the educational goal. This perspective implies that these governments regarded every person as having creativity, and creative ability became important for all in order to live as a “modern intellectual” and “knowledgeable laborer” in future society. Under these premises, education mainly aimed at the cultivation of creativity which included problem-solving skills, flexibility, autonomy, self-directed learning ability, an adventurous attitude, a challenging spirit, etc. In order to achieve these goals, various types of curriculums and teaching-learning methods were developed.

On the other hand, raising a few gifted children was still considered important within the context of preparing for the approaching new society. Creativity—the main element of giftedness—was highlighted in the context of gifted education (Cho et al., 1993). For example, creative problem-solving activities were considered the key method to cultivate giftedness, and creativity was the criterion used to determine gifted students. Although creativity education as a part of gifted education had been continuously stressed, creativity education for general students was considered a priority among many other educational issues.

2) Desire for balance in creativity education: Between “equity” and “excellence”

The Roh Moo-hyun government (2003–2007) was also aware of the importance of creativity education for general students. It was argued that creativity is an ability that everyone already possesses; it is not a matter of its existence but the amount or level of creativity. Accordingly, the government stressed the possibility of developing creativity in all students through the students’ own will and environmental aids (Korean Educational Development
Institute, 2006). The goal of education was to improve creative and comprehensive thinking and problem-solving skills beyond the conventional methods of study, such as simply memorizing content for tests. Creativity education was more emphasized particularly in physical education and art. In addition, instruction and evaluation methods became diversified, and the production of creative textbooks was also encouraged (Presidential Committee on Education Innovation, 2007).

At the same time, the standardization policy of education was brought into question due to the inherent difficulties in nurturing students’ creative productivity (Presidential Committee on Education Innovation, 2007). For this reason, the government put great emphasis on creativity education for gifted children and carried out the Act on the Promotion of Education for the Gifted and Talented Law, Comprehensive Countermeasures for Excellence in Education ‘04 to identify gifted children early and cultivate their potential.

In this way, educational excellence and equity were both stressed separately. However, the government strived to defuse the tension between them. It was contended that authentic equity in education was to provide proper education to each student according to personality and not to provide uniform education (Korean Educational Development Institute, 2003). In other words, it meant that even though gifted education was not for all students, it did not violate the principle of equity. In turn, the creativity of gifted children was considered important since it presumed that “the essence of gifted education was creativity education(Korean Educational Development Institute, 2003).”

In this sense, the Roh administration was different from previous governments in that it tried to reemphasize the importance of gifted education and renew the relationship between educational excellence and equity in creativity education policies.

3) The central role of the creativity agenda in school education: Beyond “equity” towards “excellence” of all

Like previous governments, the Lee Myung-bak government (2008–2012) and Park Geun-hye government (2013–present) recognized social changes as weighty matters and placed importance on developing the creativity of students. However, these two governments distinctively brought the creativity agenda to the forefront as the key theme of governmental educational policy and put more emphasis on creativity education which targeted every student.

The Lee government, in particular, clearly suggested that the range of target students in creativity education be expanded. It was criticized that there was prejudice in that creativity education was only for a few elite students and former creativity education policies centered on gifted education (Ministry of Education and Science Technology, 2010). The government, therefore, argued that creativity was needed to not only develop the personal aptitudes and talents of every student but also as a means to solve chronic problems such as uniform and cramming education. As a result, “creative experiential activity” was newly established, and the policy of diversifying the types of high schools was implemented. In a similar vein, the Park government has also tried to educate all students to become “creative-convergent” talented persons. However, while the Lee government tried to strengthen the linkage between science and creativity, the Park government has strived to cultivate the talented person who can create new knowledge by utilizing both humanistic imagination and scientific technology (Ministry of Education, 2014a). An integrated curriculum of liberal arts and natural sciences in high school education and one free-semester for middle school students that helps them to find their own aptitudes, which are the representative policies, have been introduced.

iv. Discussion and Conclusion

The main purpose of this research was to explore and understand the creativity agenda reflected in Korean education policy. To achieve this purpose, the research analyzed relevant materials focusing on how the creativity agenda has been formed and its features after the 5.31 Education Reform. The first result of the analysis demonstrated that creativity had somewhat appeared in education policies beginning in the 1950s, but after 5.31 Education Reform in 1995, it started to be considered as an important agenda across subjects and education fields. Since then, it has continuously existed as an institutional framework until today.

According to the second result, after the 5.31 Reform, the five subsequent governments commonly presumed that not only gifted but all students (including general students) should be the targets of creativity education. However, the governmental perspectives diverged into three categories regarding the issue of these target students: the emergence of creativity education for all students, the desire for balance, and the central role of the creativity agenda in school education. The overall features which appeared during the development of the creativity agenda and its meanings are as follows:

At the beginning of the emergence of the creativity agenda, the concept targeted all students and attracted huge attention. This was a significant change compared to the educational policies of previous governments, but it seems that the consideration fell somewhat short of a true manifesto. After that, the Roh administration endeavored to find balance between two different types of creativity education although it appeared to have given weight to gifted education. Recently, creativity education itself has come to be an important issue in the broader educational field and has gone beyond being a subcategory of special education for the gifted. This trend indicates that although it has been always argued over which of the two groups should be the target of creativity education, the target has been expanded from a few talented students to the majority of general students.
On the surface, this expansion means that the number of target students for creativity education has quantitatively increased. More fundamentally, it can be interpreted that the concept of creativity has been changed. In conventional creativity education as a part of gifted education, creativity was regarded as an exceptional ability in a special field that only a few could possess. However, the concept of creativity in creativity education for general students relates to solving everyday problems, developing the aptitudes of individuals. This approach can be analyzed using two different levels of creativity as argued by Kozbelt et al. (2010). One level is called “Big-C” which means grand and eminent creativity that enables the achievements of great individuals. On the other hand, “little-c” is small or daily creativity which is displayed in typical situations. Following the first definition, the range of target students in creativity education might be very narrow while the second perspective allows for the range to be expanded to include every student in the classroom. The Korean creativity agenda in education has changed in the direction of emphasizing the “little-c” level of creativity. Although it is difficult to say that one certain level of creativity is more desirable than the other, this change in target seems to be appropriate given that the essence of education is to respect every individual’s potential and the characteristic of modern society where anyone can be the creator. Meanwhile, another problem which needs to be taken into consideration is that these two creativity levels might conflict or cause confusion when integrated in education policy, which can hinder consistency and integrity. Thus, it needs to be examined if the division of “Big-C” and “little-c” creativity in education policy is inevitable or if there is an efficient and appropriate method of linking these two concepts.
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